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Abstract—Lithium-Sulfur (Li-S) batteries are an emerging energy storage technology, which draw interest due to its high theoretical specific capacity (approx. 1675 Ah/kg) and theoretical energy density of almost 2600 Wh/kg. In order to analyse their dynamic behaviour and to determine their suitability for various commercial applications, battery performance models are needed. The development of such models represents a challenging task especially for Li-S batteries because this technology during their operation undergo several different chemical reactions, known as polysulfide shuttle. This paper focuses on the comparison of different parametrization methods of electrical circuit models (ECMs) for Li-S batteries. These methods are used to parametrize an ECM based on laboratory measurements performed on a Li-S pouch cell. Simulation results of ECMs are presented and compared against measurement values and the accuracy of parametrization methods are evaluated and compared.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lithium-Sulfur (Li-S) batteries belong to a recently hot discussed topic among the emerging battery technologies. It is due to their high theoretical specific capacity and theoretical energy density, which would result in a decreased weight of battery cells. Furthermore, the sulfur abundance decreases the battery manufacturing cost in comparison to metals used in lithium-ion batteries and it is as well more environmentally friendly [1].

Nowadays, Li-S batteries become commercially available, even though their performance is still far from their theoretical limits. For analysing their performance at different conditions (e.g. temperature, state-of-charge (SOC) or current), there is a need for an accurate battery performance model. Moreover, this performance model may be required to run online in certain applications and in this case it needs to have a fast computation time. All these requirements can be met by an equivalent circuit model (ECM). Moreover, ECMs are based on basic electrical components (e.g. voltage sources, resistors etc.), which can be easily integrated into a complex model, e.g. an electric vehicle [2]–[4].

An important task for developing the specific ECM of a battery is to parametrize it. At first, the appropriate measurements have to be performed. The widely used measurement methods for parametrizing an ECM are electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) [5] or current pulse-based methods [6], [7]. The next step is the selection of the ECM topology, which is followed by the estimation of the parameters from the measurement data. Researchers have proposed different methods, which are dealing with this task by means of different parametrization approaches [5], [7]–[14]. In the literature, mainly the determination of ECM’s parameters based on the EIS measurements have been used for the Li-S batteries [15], [16]. Identification of the parameters from current pulse-based measurements for a Li-S battery has been so far used only in [17]; however, the parametrization technique has not been specified.

This paper gives an overview of different parametrization methods for a Li-S battery ECM. These methods are applied to a Li-S pouch battery cell and in consequence, the ECM parameters are estimated. Finally, simulations for the obtained ECMs are performed and the parametrization techniques are evaluated and compared.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes briefly fundamentals of Li-S batteries. Afterward, in Section III, there is introduced an ECM for Li-S batteries. The measurement methods for parametrization of the proposed ECM and parametrization techniques are presented in Section IV. Thus, it is followed by the description of an experiment and results in Section V and the discussion of obtained results in Section VI. Conclusions and future work are summarized in Section VII.

II. LITHIUM-SULFUR BATTERIES

The Li-S battery is composed of a sulfur compound cathode, an electrolyte (polymer or liquid), and a lithium anode. Furthermore, different additives and binders can be added in order to improve the battery’s characteristics. Sulfur is a perspective cathode material, which offers a high theoretical specific capacity of approximately 1675 mAh/g. Moreover, the theoretical energy density of a Li-S battery is approx. 2600 Wh/kg, which is five times more than the theoretical energy density of Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. The basic Li-S redox reaction is written as [18]:

$$16Li + S_8 \rightarrow 8Li_2S.$$ (1)

However, the internal chemical processes of the Li-S battery are more complex than in the case of commercial Li-ion batteries. The reduction of sulfur from $S_8$ to $S$ is a multi-stage process during which different types of polysulfides ($Li_2S_n$) are formed and dissolved. In Fig. 1, there is shown the typical discharge voltage profile for a Li-S battery and four stages are illustrated, together with their corresponding dominant chemical reactions [18]. During the reverse operation (charging),
the polysulfides with a shorter chain length are oxidized and recombined to polysulfides with a longer chain length. This process of polysulfide circulation is known as a polysulfide shuttle.

The polysulfides with a longer chain length are vastly soluble in frequent liquid organic electrolytes. However, in the case of the polysulfides Li$_2$S and Li$_2$S$_2$, their insolubility in the organic electrolytes causes their sedimentation on the anode surface and in areas of the cathode, which are electronically insulated. In this way, the sedimented Li$_2$S/Li$_2$S$_2$ do not participate anymore in the charging and discharging of the battery. Consequences of the polysulfide shuttle are an increased internal battery resistance, fast capacity degradation, low coulombic efficiency, and high self-discharge. Therefore, one of the scientific focus is to avoid these negative effects of the polysulfide shuttle. Nevertheless, the polysulfide shuttle has also a positive effect, which is an inherent protection against cell overcharge [1].

III. A LITHIUM-SULFUR BATTERY ECM

The ECM used in this work is based on the equivalent circuit proposed in [19] for a Li-S cell in an intermediate state. For the ECMs parametrized based on EIS measurements, constant phase elements (CPEs) are usually used instead of capacitors to take into account a non-ideal behaviour of the electrode, like a roughness of the surface and porosity of a material [20]. However, if the parametrization is performed based on current pulse measurements, then, the utilized model contains only capacitors instead of CPEs. The layout of the ECM used in this work for modeling the dynamic behaviour of the Li-S cell is presented in Fig. 2. According to [19], $R_0$ represents the electrolyte resistance, $R_1$ stands for the total surface layers resistance of the sulfur and lithium electrodes, $C_1$ is the distributed surface layers capacitance on both electrodes, $R_2$ expresses the charge transfer resistance on the sulfur electrode and $C_2$ interprets the double layer capacitance distributed on the surface of the pores in the sulfur electrode.

IV. MEASUREMENT AND PARAMETRIZATION TECHNIQUES

There are two types of widely used measuring methods, which provide input data for parametrizing of ECMs: the EIS and the current pulse-based methods.

A. EIS Measurements

EIS was firstly used as a method for characterizing the electrical attributes of materials. The measurement technique is based on applying a sinusoidal voltage or current and measuring the phase shift and amplitude of the non-applied signal in order to obtain the AC impedance relevant to the applied frequency. Usually, multiple frequencies are considered during the measurement and the final result is the impedance spectrum of the battery cell [5]. The spectrum is graphically presented as a Nyquist plot, as it is shown in Fig. 3 for a Li-S battery. In Fig. 3, there are marked phases of the Li-S battery, where according [16]: P1 is caused by the charge transfer of sulfur intermediates, P2 comes from the formation and dissolution of S$_8$ and Li$_2$S, and P3 represents diffusion processes.

The EIS can be applied to the battery during a relaxation period [15], [21]. The obtained data are in that case exactly for the specific level of SOC, however it does not reflect the battery parameters dependence on different C-rates. Another option is to superimpose a charging or discharging current during the EIS measurement [22]. This allows for including battery impedance dependence on the charging/discharging battery current. In this case, the battery state is not stationary and the measurement has to be sufficiently fast in order to be valid to a certain level or range of SOC. In [21], an alternative EIS measurement method is presented by applying a superimposed current pulses.

In order to obtain values of the ECM elements, the Nyquist plot is fitted commonly by using a complex nonlinear least squares fitting method [5]. Specialized softwares allow to fit the data to different topologies of ECMs, e.g. ZView software is used in [15]. Nevertheless, in this work the EIS technique was not used to parametrize the ECM.

B. Current Pulse Measurements

Methods based on DC current pulses are divided into two types. The first type is a hybrid pulse power characterization (HPPC) test [6]. The HPPC method consists of a procedure, when the battery is brought to a desired SOC level and is
they are the open-circuit voltage \((OCV)\), the instantaneous voltage drop after applying the current \((V_1)\), the voltage at 2 seconds (fast dynamics) \((V_2)\) and the voltage at 10 seconds (slow dynamics). From the considered voltage values the ECMs parameters are computed as:

\[
R_0 = (OCV - V_1)/I \\
R_1 = (V_1 - V_2)/I \\
R_2 = (V_2 - V_3)/I \\
\tau_1 = R_1 C_1 \\
\tau_2 = R_2 C_2
\]

Afterwards, the battery voltage is simulated and compared with the measurements:

\[
V_s(t) = OCV + I(t)R_0 + I(t)R_1(1 - e^{-t/\tau_1}) + \\
+I(t)R_2(1 - e^{-t/\tau_2}) \\
LSE = (V_{meas}(t) - V_s(t))^2
\]

where \(V_s(t)\) is the simulated voltage, \(V_{meas}(t)\) is the measured voltage, \(I(t)\) is the applied current, \(t\) is the time, \(LSE\) is the squared error, which is going to be minimized, and \(\tau_1\) and \(\tau_2\) represents time constant of fast and slow dynamics, respectively. The ECMs parameters are optimized by using the unconstrained optimisation algorithm \textit{fminsearch} (Nelder-Mead) in Matlab to minimize the error.

The next method, proposed in [7], identifies time constants from the relaxation voltage. The voltage during relaxation, after the initial voltage drop, is expressed as:

\[
u_{relax} = OCV - \sum_{i=1}^{n} U_i e^{-t/\tau_i}
\]

where \(u_{relax}\) is the voltage during relaxation period, \(U_i\) is the polarization voltage of the \(i\)th R-C branch and \(\tau_i\) is the time constant of the \(i\)th R-C branch. Each \(i\)th time constant is estimated according:

\[
\hat{\tau}_i = \frac{t_{i2} - t_{i1}}{\ln(u_{i2}/u_{i1})} \text{ for } u_{\tau} \neq 0
\]

where a hat is used for an estimated value, \(i\) stands for the number of the R-C branch, \(t_{ix}\) are time coordinates, illustrated in Fig. 5, and \(u_{\tau}\) is the transient circuit voltage. The algorithm starts from the longest time constant and proceeds to the shortest one. The assumption is that the time constants have different time scales. The time gap between time windows for a longer and a shorter time constant should be at least three times the value of the shorter time constant, the illustration is shown in Fig. 5. It ensures a negligible influence of the shorter constant branch voltage to the longer time constant parameter extraction, as the voltage of the shorter constant branch dropped under 5% of its initial value. At each step, the transient voltage for the specific time constant is estimated and it is subtracted from the transient voltage for the following time constant identification. The resistance \(R_i\) of the \(i\)th R-C element is extracted through:

\[
R_i = \frac{\hat{U}_i}{I_{cp}(1 - e^{-t_{i2}/\tau_i})}
\]
where $I_{cp}$ is the amplitude of the current pulse and $t_{cp}$ is the duration of the pulse. $C_i$ is obtained as follows:

$$C_i = \frac{\tau_i}{R_i}$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The method can be applied to an ECM with $n$-combinations of R-C elements.

The other methods presented in [11], [12], [26], do not preliminarily separate the fast and slow time constants from the voltage profile. In one of them, a genetic algorithm is used to find the best result of an applied regression equation; however the time constants have to be approximately known in advance in order to run the regression algorithm [26]. Alternatively, the measured data are fitted to an equation describing the voltage, with preliminary computation of a series resistor, and optimized by a least-square error method [11], [12].

V. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Laboratory measurements were performed on a Li-S pouch cell supplied by OXIS Energy with a nominal capacity of 3.4 Ah. The cell test connection is shown in Fig. 6, the temperature in the climatic chamber was set to 35°C. At first, two full cycles (0.1 C CHA, 0.2 C DCH) were performed between 2.45 V (SOC=100%) and 1.5 V (SOC=0%). From the second cycle, the reference discharge capacity of 2.918 Ah was measured and the capacity values corresponding to 2.5% and 5% SOC steps were computed accordingly. The GITT was performed with a discharging current of 0.2 C and 30 minutes relaxation time between the pulses, with exception of 1.5 minutes for 100% SOC, 8 minutes for 95%, 15 minutes for 90% and 21 minutes for 85%, as it is shown in Fig. 7. The first pulse at 100% SOC lasted only 18 seconds in order to be able obtain discharging parameters for this SOC level. The OCV was derived from the relaxation period. For high SOC levels (i.e. 100-85%), the cell reached the relaxed state, which is considered as the point where the influence of recovery phase is equal to the influence of self-discharge. Therefore, as the OCV value was considered to be maximal voltage, as illustrated in Fig. 7. For the lower SOC levels (i.e. 80% and less), 30 minutes period was not enough to reach fully relaxed stage. For these cases, the voltage at the end of relaxation period was used for the OCV value. The obtained OCV versus SOC curve is presented in Fig. 8.

The three previously described parametrization techniques were applied to the measured data. Afterward, the GITT current profile, shown in Fig. 7, is applied to the parametrized battery model and the resulting voltage profile is compared to the measured one and the sum-of-squared-errors (SSE) (13) is evaluated.

$$SSE = \sum((V_{meas}(t) - V_s(t))^2)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

A. Parametrization Technique 1 (PT1)

The PT1 follows the procedure described in [10]. At first, the original time coordinates were used for 10 seconds current pulse. This case is labeled as PT1a. The time measurement points are presented in Table I. For the optimization, six iteration steps were used as a good compromise between the consistency of trend in parameters and the minimum value of the optimize function. The simulation with one second resolution of GITT profile with the parameters obtained by PT1a has a SSE of 23.35.

For PT1b, the current pulse time window was expanded to 18 seconds, according to [23]. It resulted in the GITT simulation with a SSE of 19.49. The obtained parameters of the ECM for PT1 are shown in Fig. 9. 
TABLE I
THE INPUT VOLTAGE POINTS FOR THE PT1. THE CURRENT PULSE STARTS
AT $T = 0$ s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voltage Point [V]</th>
<th>Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_0$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_1$</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_2$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_3$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Parametrization Technique 2 (PT2)

The PT2 follows the methodology presented in [7]. $R_0$ was
computed from the instantaneous voltage drop after the current
interruption as shown in Fig. 4. The time windows for two time
constants were selected as in the original paper [7]. However,
the values for the high SOC levels (85-100%) were adjusted,
as the relaxation time for them is shorter. The selected time
values are presented in Table II.

Due to the too short time of relaxation period, the pa-
rameters for 100% SOC, except $R_0$ were not estimated.
Therefore, their values were extrapolated. By comparing the
GITT measurement results with the simulated results, when
parametrization technique PT2 was used, returned a SSE of
0.65.

Additionally, $f_{minsearch}$ optimization in Matlab, as in the
PT1 case, was applied to these parameters ($R_1, C_1, R_2, C_2, U_1$
and $U_2$). The previously obtained values were used as initial
points and 25 iteration steps were considered. The GITT
simulation with these updated parameters decreased the SSE
to 0.62. The extracted parameters by PT2 are shown in Fig. 10.

C. Parametrization Technique 3 (PT3)

The PT3 is based on [12]. $R_0$ was computed in the same
way as in PT2, from the current interruption. The function
for the relaxation voltage without the instantaneous drop is
described as:

$$V(t) = OCV(SOC) - (U_1 e^{-t/\tau_1} + U_2 e^{-t/\tau_2})$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

The measured relaxation voltage was fitted into (14) by Least
Squares method to estimate $U_1, U_2, \tau_1$ and $\tau_2$. The specific $R_i$
and $C_i$ parameters were obtained by solving (11) and (12).
The obtained parameters are shown in Fig. 11. In this case, a
SSE equal to 1.93 was obtained.

The voltage profiles from the measurement and the ECM
simulations (using different parametrization techniques) are
presented in Fig. 12.
VI. DISCUSSION

From the simulations, considering an GITT profile, it is visible that PT1 was the less suitable technique for parametrization of the ECM model of a Li-S battery, as it had the significantly largest SSE of 19.49 and the parametrized model was not able to follow accurately the measured voltage curve, as it is seen from Fig. 12. This deriving of the non-representative parameters can be caused by considering too short time period of the pulse, as it might not sufficiently represent the battery dynamics.

The most accurate results were obtained for the technique PT2, especially after the optimization, as it reached only 0.62 SSE. Both PT2 and PT3 followed accurately voltage dynamics during the relaxation period. However during discharging periods, the model is not able to follow very accurately the measured battery voltage. This comes from the fact that the parametrization was performed only from the relaxation period and did not consider the battery dynamics under operation, where dynamics might be different.

The extracted parameters from the PT2 (resistances, capacitances) have a strong relationship with the character of the OCV profile (Fig. 8) and the discharging voltage profile (Fig. 1). The capacitances’ curves are copying directly their shapes and the resistances’ curves have an inverse character. That might be seen as a confirmation of the correctness of the derived parameters.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, measurement and parametrization techniques for deriving ECM parameters were presented. Afterward, the GITT was performed on the Li-S cell. The parameters for the ECM and the OCV for battery discharging were derived from the relaxation period of the voltage and from the discharging pulses.

The parametrized ECM was simulated with the same current profile as during laboratory measurement. The best accuracy has the model parameterized based on PT2. The simulated voltage was able to follow accurately the measured voltage with a SSE of 0.62. Therefore, the ECM for the Li-S battery was established for discharging GITT profile by 0.2 C under the temperature conditions of 35°C.

Future work will target the improvement of the parametrization technique in order to obtain a model which estimates more accurately the battery voltage during charging and discharging. The dependencies on the operating conditions, as temperature and current, can be included to the model. Such model should be also validated against different current profiles.
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